
Magic Box
Just plug it in and the floor of your kindergarten changes 
into a fantastic interactive world for preschoolers

Includes an outstanding interactive projector, two interactive 
pens, high performance PC with wireless keyboard and 
mouse, sound system and resistant floor screen

MAGIC BOX lets children learn a wide range of subjects 
through fun and games

You ca
n have an

INTERACTIVE KINDERGARTEN

Winner of 1st place GRAND PRIX 
at the exhibition FOR TOYS at the 
Prague exhibition grounds PVA in 
October 2013!!!



Get more information at your local dealer:

Magic Box
New product
Let us introduce our novelty suitable for kindergarten playrooms. 
Children will learn by play how to use modern technologies. As if 
waving a magic wand, MAGIC BOX will turn the kindergarten 
floor into an enchanting interactive world for young preschoolers 
with a work surface of 200 x 125 cm! The mobile box called 
MAGIC BOX contains an interactive projecting device, a small but 
high- performance computer with Wi- Fi and sound! On top of all 
that, you will receive a great projection surface!

Plug and play
It is a simple mobile projection device with no need for installa-
tion. Just plug in the game set, switch it on and you can start 
projecting on the soft projection pad. You can project anything that 
is usually projected on a projection screen or board. As our 
projections for children take place in their most natural playing 
environment, that is on the floor, even experienced kindergarten 
teachers state that this is the best form of projection for the 
youngest children! The computer is controlled by a simple 
electronic pen or by a keyboard.

Interesting content for kids
Due to MAGIC BOX even very young children can participate in 
SW games, colouring pictures, puzzles or other educational activi-
ties while standing, kneeling or laying directly on the projection 
surface. The interactive character of these programs contribute 
noticeably to faster development of intellectual capacity of 
children as well as of their motoric skills. The projection surface is 
very comfortable and pleasant for children. Moreover, the entire 
projection surface can serve as a puzzle, which the children can try 
to put together before you start using it…

TECHNICAL SPECIFICATIONS
Simple floor video interactive projection
Powerful interactive projector
Brightness 2500 / 3100 ANSI Lumen
Resolution WXGA (1280x800)
Two interactive pens
Special projection screen 200x125 cm
Powerful multimedia PC with Windows
Mini- keyboard and USB mini mouse
Wifi, DVD, USB flash
Protective Transport Bag
Warranty: 1 year
Weight: 32 kg
Colors available: 


